
WRITING ABOUT ART PROMPTS DRAWING

For those that love art making and writing, art journals are a great way to express their inner selves. Check out art
journal prompts and supplies.

Use that as your background and paint or draw on top of them. How do you keep track of time? Nowhere:
Where shall we go? Balance: This art journal prompt could be about balancing things in your life, or even
balancing contrasting colors on a page. Or perhaps think focus as a camera lens â€” do you zoom in or zoom
out? Draw or paint your favorite scene. Passion: What motivates and excites you? If you could tell your
younger self one thing, what would it be? I like the idea of creating my breakfast plate on a raft in the middle
of an ocean. That gives you permission to mess up that scary white page and begin. Illustrate it. Pick a lyric
from one of favorite songs and illustrate it. Envelope: Use an envelope in your page, or doodle and draw on an
envelope and send to a friend. I have several empty notebooks lying around but I'm reluctant to draw in them
in case I mess up! RoadMonkey 5 years ago I love creativity but I am not an artist. Thank you for your
support! Journal about it. Journal about peace. I probably would if I were more artistic If you had one
superpower what would it be? Mystery: Is there an unsolved mystery? Beauty: How do you define beauty?
Live in the moment. Think about a child in your life. Recovery: Recovery comes in all types of different ways
â€” from recovery from an event, an illness or even recovering lost files from a hard drive. Spiral: Around the
spiral staircase we go! Think about something in your everyday life that you take for granted, and devote your
next art journal page to it. What do you want for that child? Lynsey Hart 4 years ago from Lanarkshire Voted
up and useful. While looking only at the object, put your pen to paper and draw it without picking up your
pen. River: Let it flow  Imagine your inner critic as a monster. Breathe: Deep breath in, deep breath out.
Follow your heart. Find a beautiful picture in a magazine, cut it out, and make that the center of your art
journal page. Do you get enough sleep or wish you could sleep more? Soap and bubbles, laundry or
housework or something else? To help you get started, here is a list of one word journal prompts to jump start
your creativity. Or, for even more fun, pull out the spirograph! Hope: There is always hope! I think most of
things apply to creative writers, as well.


